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A B S T R A C T 

Agriculture fills in as the spine for economy of a nation and is essential. So as to stay aware of good and malady free creat ion of yields various strategies are 

being actualized. Steps are being taken in the rustic territories to assist ranchers with best nature of bug sprays and pesticides. In a harvest, ailment generally 

influences on the leaves by which the yield doesn't get legitimate supplements and because of which its quality and amount additionally gets influenced. In 

this paper, we are utilizing programming for naturally recognizing the influenced region in a leaf and furnishing with a superior arrangement. For knowing 

the influenced region of a leaf we are utilizing different picture handling methods. It incorporates a few stages viz. picture procurement, picture pre-

preparing, division, highlights extraction. 
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1. Introduction 

India is a nation of farmers. They have wide scope of decent variety to choose appropriate foods grown from the ground crop. Examination work builds up 

the development registering framework to distinguish the sicknesses utilizing tainted pictures of different leaf spots. Pictures are caught by advanced 

camera versatile and handled utilizing picture developing, at that point the piece of the leaf spot has been utilized for the arrangement reason for the train 

and test. The procedure developed into the framework is both Image handling methods and advance figuring strategies. Harvest leaf sicknesses are 

essentially arranged into bacterial, viral, parasitic. There is requirement for creating method, for example, programmed plant infection identification and 

grouping utilizing leaf picture preparing strategies. This will demonstrate valuable strategy for ranchers and will alarm them at the ideal time before 

spreading of the malady over huge territory. At that point picture is fragmented utilizing the K-implies bunching method. In the subsequent stage, 

superfluous part (green zone) inside leaf zone is expelled. In third stage we figure the surface highlights for the fragmented contaminated item. It's has 

different applications like can be utilized in marine for recognizing phytoplankton and green growth, in meteorology and in ID skin ailments. 
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2. Types of plant disease 

Numerous plant diseases are brought about by organisms, microbes, and infections. Parasites are recognized principally from their morphology, with 

accentuation put on their conceptive structures. Microorganisms are viewed as more crude than growths and for the most part have more straightforward 

life cycles. With scarcely any exemptions, microbes exist as single cells and increment in numbers by isolating into two cell s during a procedure called 

double splitting .Viruses are very little particles comprising of protein and hereditary material with no related protein. The term sickness is generally 

utilized uniquely for the pulverization of live plants. 

TYPES OF IMAGES: 

i) Black and white(0,1)  ii)grey scale  iii)color image(RGB) 

 

3. OBJECTIVE 

It is a difficult errand to manage plant diseases.  For the most part ailments are seen on the leaves or stems of the plant. Exact evaluation of these 

outwardly watched sicknesses, bugs, attributes has not concentrated at this point in view of the multifaceted nature of visual examples. Henceforth there 

has been expanding interest for progressively explicit and modern picture design understanding [1]. It will be progressively useful for a wide range of 

farmers. 
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5. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, we explain about the leaf disease prediction using k-mean clustering algorithm. This paper includes several steps Image Acquisition, Image 

Pre-Processing, Feature Extraction, and neural network based classification [2].  

It works as follows:  

 Image Acquisition 

 Image Preprocessing 

 Image segmentation 

 Feature extraction 

5.1. Image acquisition 

The image obtaining is required to gather the real source picture. A picture must be changed over to numerical structure before handling. This change 

procedure is called digitization. The underlying procedure is to gather the information from the open vault. It accepts the picture as contribution for 

additional handling. We have taken most well known picture spaces so we can take any organizations like .bmp, .jpg, .gif as contribution to our procedure. 

 

 

Figure 1: Small areas of a leaf 
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5.2. Image Ssegmentation 

Image segmentation (k-implies grouping) Image division is the procedure used to disentangle the portrayal of a picture into something that is increasingly 

significant and simpler to investigate. K-implies grouping is a parceling technique. The capacity 'k-means' allotments information into k totally unrelated 

bunches, and returns the list of the group to which it has doled out every perception. In contrast to progressive bunching, k -implies grouping works on 

genuine perceptions (as opposed to the bigger arrangement of divergence quantifies), and makes a solitary degree of bunches.  

The qualifications imply that k-implies bunching is regularly more appropriate than various leveled grouping for a lot of information. K-implies treats 

every perception in your information as an item having an area in space. It finds a parcel where objects inside each group are as near one another as could 

reasonably be expected, and as a long way from objects in different bunches as could be expected under the circumstances.  

K-implies Clustering Algorithm  

a) Load the information pictures  

b) Commute the RGB picture into L*a*b shading space.  

c) RGB pictures are mix of essential hues (Red, Green, Blue) [1].  

d) RGB picture highlight Pixel Counting method is broadly applied to horticultural science [3].  

e) The L*a*b* space comprises of a brilliance layer 'L*', chromaticity-layer 'a*' demonstrating where shading falls along the red-green hub and 

chromaticitylayer 'b*' showing where the shading falls along the blue-yellow pivot. The entirety of the shading data is in the 'a*' and 'b*' layers. k-

implies bunching calculation: This calculation is utilized to group/separate the article dependent on the element of the leaf in to k number of gatherings. 

This is finished by utilizing the Euclidean separation metric. The calculation of k implies Initialization: User should choose the estimation of k. k 

implies the quantity of bunches/gatherings, for example the picture is• separated in to k number of bunches. Each pixel is allocated to its closest 

centroid (k).• The situation of centroid is changed by methods for information esteems doled out to the gathering. The centroid moves to• the focal 

point of its alloted focuses. Out of these three bunches order is accomplished for just one group which has influenced region.  

f) Clustering the variation hues utilizing k-mean strategy.  

Otsu's classifier -Otsu's classifier In picture handling method, Otsu's methodology is used to perform grouping based picture Threshold. The 

diminishment of a dim level picture to a parallel picture is finished by Nobuyuki Otsu .This calculation accept , picture contains two classes of pixels .It 

consolidates bi-modular histogram (frontal area pixels and foundation pixels).We can ascertain the ideal edge by disconnecting the two classes and 

their joined spread (intra-class change) is unimportant or identically. 

5.3. Feature extraction 

Feature extraction is the significant part to smoothly foresee the tainted locale. Here shape and textural include extraction is finished. The shape situated 

element extraction like Area, Color hub length, unusualness, strength and border are determined. So also the surface arranged element extraction like 

difference, connection, vitality, homogeneity and mean. Leaf picture is caught and prepared to decide the soundness of each plant [7]. Highlight extraction 

assumes a significant job for distinguishing proof of an item. In numerous use of picture handling, highlight extraction is u tilized. Shading, surface, 

morphology, edges are the highlights which can be utilized in plant ailment recognition. 

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram of disease detection in plant leaf using MATLAB 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

     

Figure.3 Original image        Figure.4 Infected Leaf 

 

     

Figure.5 Enhanced image      Figure.6 Conversion to  Gray Scale 

 

     

Figure.7         Figure.8 

    

Figure.10        Figure.11 
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Figure.12 

 

Advantages and disadvantages  

• Cost cutting for low level farmer 

• Can be integrated on industrial level, large  scale farm lands 

• Cultivation of plants in nursery gets easier 

• Recognition Errors 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This study summarizes major image processing used for identification of leaf diseases are k-means clustering. This methodology can altogether bolster an 

exact recognition of leaf illness. There are five stages for the leaf illness distinguishing proof which are supposed to be picture procurement, picture pre-

preparing, division, highlight extraction, characterization. By registering measure of ailment present in the leaf, we can utilize adequate measure of 

pesticides to viably control the bugs thusly the harvest yield will be expanded. We can expand this methodology by utilizing various calculations for 

division, arrangement. By utilizing this idea the ailment ID is accomplished for a wide range of leafs and furthermore the client can know the influenced 

territory of leaf in rate by recognizing the ailment appropriately the client can correct the issue extremely simple and with less expense. 
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